Abstract-Images posted to a social media site can employ image completion techniques to efficiently and seamlessly remove sensitive content and safeguard privacy. Image completion algorithms typically employ a time consuming patch matching stage derived nearest neighbour search algorithms. Typical patch matching processes perform poorly in the social media context which performs once-off edits on a range of high resolution images with plentiful exemplar material.
Abstract-Images posted to a social media site can employ image completion techniques to efficiently and seamlessly remove sensitive content and safeguard privacy. Image completion algorithms typically employ a time consuming patch matching stage derived nearest neighbour search algorithms. Typical patch matching processes perform poorly in the social media context which performs once-off edits on a range of high resolution images with plentiful exemplar material.
We make use of hash tables to accelerate the matching stage. Our refinement is the development of a set of perceptually inspired hash functions that can exploit locality and provide a categorization consistent across any exemplar image. Descriptors derived from principal component analysis (PCA), after training on exemplar database, are used for comparison. Aggregation of descriptors improves accuracy and we adapt a probabilistic approach using randomly oriented hyperplanes to employ multiple descriptors in a single hash table.
Hash table strategies demonstrate a substantial improvement in performance over a brute force strategy, and perceptually inspired features provide levels of accuracy comparable with those trained on the data using PCA descriptors. The aggregation strategies further improve accuracy although measurement of this is confounded by non-uniform distribution of the aggregated keys. Evaluation with increasing levels of missing data demonstrates that the use of hashing continues to perform well relative to the Euclidean metric benchmark.
The patch matching process using aggregated perceptually inspired descriptors produces comparable results with substantial reduction in matching time when used for image completion in photographic images. While sensitivity to structural elements is identified as an issue, the complexity of the resulting process is well suited to bulk manipulation of high resolution images for use in social media.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Alice has taken a number of photographs of a recent party that she attended with a group of her friends. Reviewing them just prior to uploading them to a social media site she notices that Bob is present in a number of the images, despite his having reported in sick to his employer that day. Prudently Alice erases the region of each image containing Bob's face and uses an image completion algorithm to fill in the blank areas with matching content from several of her other images. The process described here differs from traditional context for image completion in that several high resolution images must each receive a single edit, that the source material used for replacement can originate from the many other images in the set, and that the process is once-off and none of the images will be re-used for further image manipulation options. The process of finding matching content is always a time consuming process but is exacerbated in that the benefits of pre-computing efficient search structures are lost. We propose the use of data invariant, perceptually inspired features to index a look up table for accelerating the matching process as being a strategy which is appropriate to this context.
Image completion algorithms restore missing areas in a target image by inserting appropriate patches from a set of source images. Finding suitable replacements is a time consuming process when it is performed using repeated brute force search over all possible source candidates. Patch comparison typically uses the sum-of-squared differences (SSD) between corresponding patch elements. The problem is further complicated by incomplete information: portions of the target patch overlap with the missing region and so cannot be used for matching purposes. Identification of matching source patches is based solely on the known elements of the target patch. The size and shape of the missing portion is likely to differ for each successive matching operation.
Hash tables improve the speed of the patching matching process. The target patch is converted into a hash key that directly indexes the look up table. With sufficient memory the computational complexity becomes independent of the number of candidates, unlike brute force and tree based approaches. In practice confounding factors exist such as effect of collisions and the need to generate a suitable key for each patch.
The goal of the image completion process is to produce a visually satisfying recreation of the missing area in the target image, suggesting the use of hash functions inspired by criteria used for intuitive visual comparisons. We propose and evaluate a number of perceptually inspired hash functions (PIHF), chosen to be tolerant of missing data and defined independently of any particular set of exemplar data. Visual similarity corresponds to locality within the look up table. Descriptors trained using principal component analysis (PCA) on the training set of exemplar source patches provide a control for comparison.
While individual PIHFs have limited benefit we are able to achieve effective patch look up by using aggregations of these functions. Aggregation of individual hash functions increases descriptor range allowing larger tables to be used to reduce collisions. Keys are created by combining hash functions. We develop and evaluate a probabilistic algorithm that allows control of hash table size without adding further descriptors. We demonstrate that this is achieves similar, or better, results than sets of PCA components trained on the test data.
A. Problem statement
The specific problems we investigate are: 1) Developing PIHFs for image patches that exploit locality and tolerate missing data. 2) Evaluating the performance of a hash table based patch matching process over a large data set containing typical photographic content (representing the social media scenario described in section I) using individual and aggregated hash functions; both perceptually inspired and derived from PCA. 3) Comparing the accuracy of results produced using PIHFs in comparison with SSD based brute force search and PCA based hash table matching.
B. Overview and contributions
Following a review of other approaches to accelerate the approximate patch matching problem in section II we describe our approaches to representing hash tables in this context, and to devising functions for creating hash keys (section III). Our PIHFs extract measures of visually familiar concepts that are robust under missing data and that are locality sensitive allowing similar patches to occupy neighbouring entries in the table. Hash keys developed using PCA provide an objective but data dependent benchmark against which the hand crafted functions can be compared.
The hashing approach patch descriptions to a single key with limited variation and range. We employ two approaches to create aggregated hash tables; a reference case representing the union of the individual cases and a probabilistic approach which represents a desirable future direction where completeness can be sacrificed for performance over very large data sets.
We critically analyze our strategies in section IV. Comparison of performance against the brute force reference case produces the expected gain in performance. A fixed preprocessing overhead for each exemplar image is introduced when creating the hash tables but this is offset by the greatly improved individual matching times. Access to the look up table introduces little overhead; instead computation of the hash function and selection of best candidates dominate the process.
The quality of the matching process is also important. We devise a measure that represents the quality of the best results in relation to that produced by the reference brute force with SSD approach. Our perceptually inspired measures perform well when compared to the PCA classifications. Our random hyperplanes aggregation approach operates even under conditions of missing data. This is further confirmed when the matching processes are tested in an image completion setting where visually plausible restoration is achieved.
This paper makes a number of contributions:
• Applies hashing to the problem of patch matching in an image completion context.
• Devises a set of PIHFs that can be aggregated to create a data independent patch matching mechanism. • Presents an adaption of the random hyperplanes hashing approach to matching of partial patches.
• Provides an evaluation of the performance and accuracy of a range of hashing strategies for patch matching.
C. Terminology
For the purposes of the discussion following, we define the context and terminology as follows with reference to Fig. 1 1 . Images consist of a rectangular array of pixels, where each pixel represents a particular colour value. In our case, colour is represented as a triplet defining levels of red, green and blue respectively. A patch is a square region sampled from an image and the patch size, n, is the number of pixels across one side. Hence the total number of pixels in a patch is n 2 . The patch matching process is initialized with a set of source images. All source patches present in this exemplar data are potential candidates for matching. The input to the patch matching process is a target patch overlapping the region under repair. This would be incomplete in that a number of pixels are marked as missing (and have no colour value at those positions).
The typical image completion process involves prioritizing target patches in an image to be restored, finding the source patch that best matches this and copying this source patch onto the target. Similarity between patches is typically measured using the sum-of-squared differences (SSD) between target patch T and source patch S defined as:
II. RELATED WORK Matching of partial patches is an instance of the nearest neighbour problem found in other areas of computer science. The problem is constrained by the nature of image representation when applied to in-painting and texture synthesis. The original image in-painting approach [1] relies on diffusion of boundary structures with patch replacement introduced [2] to provide texture as well as structure to the repaired region. Texture synthesis techniques [3, 4, 5] construct large regions through repeated replacements from a small texture sample. New content can be added a pixel at a time [6] or by copying
rectangular patches at each step [3] . These early approaches emphasize the visual quality of the result and put little effort into the efficiency of the process. Suitable replacement content is found by a brute force search as outlined in algorithm 1 which tests the target patch against every possible patch in the source. The measure of correspondence between patches is the L 2 norm, effectively the sum-of-squared differences (SSD) over corresponding pixel values. The original image completion process [7] , which we use as a test case (section IV-D), defines the order in which target patches are replaced based on priority values based on local gradient and confidence estimates. Patch matching is, however, based on a brute force search causing processing time to grow rapidly with increasing image size.
A. Search Strategies
Efficient search strategies tend to either trade off memory against processing time, or adopt a best effort approach where performance gain is traded off against the chance of not receiving the optimal match.
Use of advanced data structures such as tree-structured vector quantization (TSVQ) [6] trades matching performance for additional time penalties in the pre-processing during initialization. Patches are clustered hierarchically into a binary search tree allowing the search for patches to be conducted in logarithmic time. Some reduction in quality occurs when close neighbours fall into other branches of the tree.
Hash tables are used for approximate nearest neighbour matching in generic high dimensional spaces [8] . Locality sensitivity ensures that similar vectors hash to neighbouring hash values. Multiple hash functions used with multiples copies of each vector stored (once for each hash function) in a sparse hash table increase the probability of a match. Our approach aims to provide a (close to) uniform coverage of the address space of the hash table under conditions of missing data. We also adapt a similar generic hash strategy [9] that achieves sub-linear time retrieval of similar feature vectors. Each feature vector is combined with several randomly chosen planes to produce the bits of a hash key. The key is used as a direct index into a list of hashed source patches. Locality is achieved by considering keys with similar Hamming distance.
Best effort approaches are constrained only to the part of the area around the missing region [10] . Locality is further exploited in PatchMatch and related algorithms [11, 12] . These exploit the sparse but coherent nature of patches by creating a nearest neighbour field that facilitates searching relative to the neighbours of previous matches, and by using random walks to sample other regions of the image. The random element introduces a probabilistic aspect, where the expected accuracy of the matches can be traded off against the speed of matching. Multi-resolution techniques further accelerate the process by converting the input image to a multi-resolution histogram and extracting image patches from different levels of the pyramid [13] .
B. Correspondence metrics
The measure of similarity influences the goal of producing a visually plausible reconstruction. Our approach emphasizes visually relevant hash values for evaluating patch similarity. Similarity measures are likewise used in jigsaw puzzle assembly and the recovery of shredded images. Several approaches attempt to duplicate human assembly strategies by utilizing feature descriptors based on the visual appearance of the pieces. Colour based measures based on red, green blue, hue, saturation and intensity values are combined using descriptors such as mean and variance over each piece [14, 15, 16] . Similarly, average colour is used as a saliency measure for aligning image fragments [17] as is orientation determined by direction of colour changes. Similarity between colour regions is typically measured in terms of the sum of the squared differences (SSD) between corresponding elements [18] . Some refinements include weighting points according to distance from the center of the patch [19] . These values are cached using look up tables as a further optimization. Several of our PIHFs are based on similar measures to those listed here.
C. Performance
Performance optimizations include terminating the calculation of distance between patches early when the partial sum exceeds the current minimum distance [19, 11] . Brute force search can exploit the coherence between overlapping patches to reduce the number of calculations required [20] . The complexity of the matching process is more sensitive to patch size than number of patches and so this optimization is relevant where large patch sizes are desirable and where additional memory overhead is an issue.
Evaluation of performance typically considers comparative time taken to perform matching over a test data set. As a typical example a more than ten-fold improvement in texture synthesis time is achieved using TSVQ over brute force search [6] . Times are reduced from 360 s to under 30 s for synthetic images of 200 × 200. The largest portion of the time (22 s) is required for the pre-processing stage during with the search tree is built.
A more contemporary approach to image completion reconstructs scenes using massive image data sets (about 2 million images, each with a of maximum dimension 1024 pixels) [21] . While this data set is initially reduced to a few hundred candidates by filtering on a scene descriptor, the brute force matching on the reduced set of images still requires about an hour for the single large region match. Our intent is similar in that we concentrate on using larger images and several images in the source data set while still using small patches sourced over all images. However our emphasis is on scalability with size of the source data set and we investigate the fundamental complexity of the algorithm rather than the absolute performance on a single architecture.
III. METHOD
Our goal is to develop a patch matching process that efficiently identifies relevant patches by using a hashing approach to trade off time against storage. This section describes the hash table representations used, and the rationale behind the choice of hash functions chosen. We perform a comparative evaluation in section IV.
The constraints on our design of the hashing mechanism include:
• Developing a hash table that supports insertion during a single-pass pre-processing stage, and is optimized for rapid retrieval.
• Defining hash functions that are tolerant of missing elements, and represent similarity as locality within the hash table.
• Ensure that elements are distributed evenly throughout the hash table.
• Explore alternative to allow critical evaluation. We provide alternatives at each stage: patch search (brute force versus hash table), hashing functions (PIHF versus PCA) and aggregation technique (union versus random plane) to allow comparative analysis. The hashing functions used are described in sections III-A and III-B. The look up table is represented as a fixed sized array with each element containing a list of candidates. This representation and the aggregation strategies used are discussed in section III-C.
Key distribution when applied to typical image data are used for a comparative analysis of the hash functions. For the results presented in the remainder of this section we hash all patches (4564890 patches, n = 17) from the first ten images of the Caltech Home Objects Test data set (http://www.vision. caltech.edu/pmoreels/Datasets/Home_Objects_06/) into a hash table with 1024 entries. The results are shown in Fig. 2 using a logarithmic scale to best illustrate the range of values. The uniformity of the distributions is important, and this is assessed using Pearson's chi-squared test for uniform distributions. The results (p < 2 × 10 −16 in all cases) are shown in table I.
A. Perceptually inspired hash functions
Visual properties of the patches do not always agree with correspondences reported by measures such as SSD. We develop PIHFs; briefly motivating their choice and describing the process used to calculate them particularly in the presence of missing data.
Each hash function converts a partial patch description into an index into the look up [1] 9305451 PCA [2] 38635103 PCA [3] 39700987 PCA [4] 15593686 PCA [5] 39085300 PCA [6] 37634226 PCA [7] 40257795 Our interest is in assessing whether a collection of specially crafted hash functions inspired by perceptual consideration will be more effective in choosing appropriate patch replacements than automated approaches. In particular, these hash functions are independent of properties of the source images and require no training.
1) Hash Average: The overall brightness is represented using the mean intensity of the pixels [15] and is calculated by first averaging each colour channel separately and then converting this average colour into a grayscale intensity value. The individual colour channels are weighted according to their perceived brightness.
Similar patches (in terms of overall brightness) will hash to nearby entries in the hash table. The metric is continuous across its range, except when wrapping from the end of the range back to the beginning.
The histogram (Fig. 2a) can be expected to follow a normal distribution. This deviation from a uniform distribution is proportional to the χ 2 value in table I. 2) Hash Gradient: Orientation derived from colour values has been used previously for patch alignment [17] . Our metric captures the orientation of the patch using the average intensity gradient over all the pixels. The process of computation involves first converting the colour triples in the patch into scalar intensity values. The horizontal and vertical components of the gradient at a pixel are computed as the average difference in intensity between neighbours on opposite sides. The resulting averaged 2D vector is converted into a polar representation. The gradient value is the angular component, normalized to the range [0, 1].
A histogram of this metric is shown in Fig. 2a . The distribution covers the full range uniformly, with the lowest χ 2 score of all the functions. It does exhibit small peaks representing a bias in the horizontal and vertical directions. 3) Hash Variation: Variation in colour across the patch is another perceptually based descriptor [14] . We capture this range by taking the difference between maximum and minimum intensity values. The histogram is shown in Fig. 2a . The distribution is surprisingly uniform for the test data used, with strong representation across the full range. There is a strong peak at low values indicative of colour coherency in that patches with similar colour values are most common. Clear edges between regions of substantially different colours would account for the second peak at high variation levels.
4) Hash Mode:
We include mode as another descriptive statistic. Unlike the calculation for the mean, the patch pixels are first converted into intensity values, and then quantized into a fixed number of bins (the number of bins corresponding to the number of entries in the hash table). The index of the bin containing the largest number of pixels, normalized into the range [0, 1] is returned. Ties are resolved by choosing the bin with the lowest index.
The histogram is shown in Fig. 2b . The distribution is similar in appearance to that for the mean although the jagged nature of the plot results in a substantially greater χ 2 score. Quantization effects are expected to become more significant for larger hash tables when the binning and discrete representation of the original image colours would affect the calculation.
5) Hash Number of Colours: The colour diversity of a patch is used as a measure that would affect the perceived relevance of a patch in an image completion application. The pixels are converted into grayscale intensity values, and quantized into 255 bins. The number of bins occupied in proportion to the size of the patch (n 2 ) is used as the metric indicating the number of distinct levels present.
The histogram is shown in Fig. 2b . The effect of binning will limit the value of this feature as the size of the hash table increases. This function also fails to cover the full range, which is attributed to the coherent nature of the test data set used.
6) Hash Hue: The dominant colour in a patch is a strong perceptual indicator of similarity [14] . We use the hue of the average colour to represent this quantity.
The histogram is shown in Fig. 2b . The distribution is sensitive to the test data used where most of the images have a green (grass) or beige background and these are reflected in the two largest peaks. For this data, the hue hash function has the most deviation from a uniform distribution of all the perceptually inspired functions, as evidenced by the high χ 2 score.
7) Hash Texture: Another perceived quality of a patch is the visual complexity; a measure of the frequencies present in the colour variation. We decided on a measure for this that uses the absolute difference in intensity between a pixel and each of its four (horizontal and vertical) neighbours. We calculate the value b as the average of this difference over all pixels in the patch. The distribution of b is heavily skewed when using real images by low variation between neighbouring pixels. Hence we return 3 √ b as a more evenly distributed measure. The histogram shown in Fig. 2c does not use the full output range effectively.
8) Hash Green: Working on the basis that the eye is most sensitive to green wavelengths of light, this metric represents the average intensity of only the green component of each pixel. The resulting histogram is shown in Fig. 2c .
B. PCA derived hash functions
Descriptors created using principal component analysis (PCA) provide an alternative set of hash functions trained on the test data. PCA is often used for producing summary descriptors for image patches as much of the variability in the patch properties can be described in terms of the first few components.
We derive the key by first linearizing each patch into a vector of 3n 2 elements. Missing data elements are replaced by the range mean of 0.5. We translate each element by −0.5 to center the origin at the midpoint of each dimension. As a result the maximum distance from the range midpoint to any patch point is √ 3n 2 which is used as a normalizing scale factor to restrict each coefficient to [0, 1].
Principal component analysis on a subset of patches (we use at most 30n 2 samples from the source data set) is used to produce a set of principal components. Each component becomes a single hash function.
PCA based descriptors are derived specifically for each set of source data. Additional components can easily be included to increase the number of features.
Examples of distributions produced by PCA are shown in Fig. 2d . These distributions are far from uniform, with most having a higher χ 2 value than any of the perceptually inspired 
measures. Scaling is clearly an issue and future work will need to investigate techniques to reshape the distributions to better distribute the hash keys.
C. Hash tables
The hash functions described above all map (partial) patches to a particular hash key. These are employed in our hash tables to retrieve a list of candidate source patches that hash to similar values. We employ three representations for hash tables. The first provides a basic look up table using only a single hash function. The second and third combine several hash functions to aggregate multiple descriptors.
1) Single hash table:
The simple hash table is represented as an array of a fixed size, with each element being a list of source patches. A query using a given key returns the list at the corresponding element. If the number of elements in that position is less than the number desired than the values stored in neighbouring locations (both before and after) are used to supplement the result. The final list is sorted according to the quality of the match (using SSD) and truncated to contain no more than the requested number of results. The hash look up process is summarized in algorithm 2.
The array is wrapped, so that the first and last elements are considered neighbours. Hash functions that are cyclic (such as gradient and hue) can exploit this while many of the remaining functions rarely map values to these extremes. This data structure allows elements in the hash table to be accessed directly. Insertion of a new element at the end of a candidate list can also be accomplished efficiently.
In our python implementation we represent a patch using a tuple identifying the source image and the coordinates of its top left corner. These fields are all encoded into a single integer value which results in the overhead for storing the hash table being small compared to the storage required for the original image data. The storage requirements for the hash table are on the order of a single integer per pixel of the source image. The top level table size also has only a minor impact on storage requirements which allows this parameter to be freely adjusted to get the most desirable number of patches per list.
Retrieving the pixel values for a patch using the coordinate values is the most time consuming aspect of the pre-processing Algorithm 3 Combined hash matching # Input: set of perceptually inspired # hash functions, query patch, length # Output: set of m candidate patches. patch combined_match (hash functions
and hash table retrieval processes, due to the chosen language and run-time environment. This is a constant overhead and independent of the strategy chosen and so using a low-level or compiled language would not change the complexity of the process.
2) Combined hash table: We aggregate the results from hash table lookups for all the PIHFs to get maximum benefit of all the results returned as shown in algorithm 3. This combined hash table strategy applies each hash function in turn, and concatenates the resulting lists. These are then sorted and truncated to return the best overall results. This incurs the combined overhead of all of the individual look ups, but represents the best possible set of results from the combined table. The primary purpose of this hash table is to provide a reference level for comparing the random hyperplanes strategy described in the next section.
3) Random hyperplanes hash table: We adapt a probabilistic hashing algorithm to aggregate several hash functions. This approach provides the ability to trade off storage requirements against accuracy of the look up process. We adapt the strategy described by [9] to generate a hash table that also performs aggregation of all the PIHFs.
Assume that we have a set of m hash functions {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h m }. Given an patch p, we can generate a feature vector for this patch by applying each hash function to the patch:
These are translated to be centered about the origin. The goal of generating a locality sensitive key from this feature vector can be achieved by considering that similar vectors are likely to lie on the same side of a randomly chosen hyperplane.
A set of p randomly chosen hyperplanes can be defined by a set of p vectors from m with zero mean and unit variance: { − → r 1 , − → r 2 , . . . , − → r p }. The hash key that describes the feature vector is generated as a binary value from the bit string:
. . b p where:
We use a hash table of size 2 p to store patches described by keys created in this fashion. When the list stored in the element corresponding to a given key does not contain sufficient results we exploit locality by appending results from other entries that are a small Hamming distance away. We do this systematically, first using all keys at a Hamming distance Algorithm 4 Random planes hash matching # Input: set of perceptually inspired # hash functions, query patch, length # Output: set of m candidate patches. patch random_plane_match (hash functions {h 1 , . . . , h n }, patch T , integer m)
of 1, (involving changing 1 bit in the original key), then those at a distance of 2 and so on. This approach allows us to relate the discrimination ability of the hashing approach (probability of correct classification) to the size of the hash table. This process is summarized in algorithm 4.
The distribution of keys produced on our test data is shown in Fig. 2c . The distribution is particularly patchy in comparison to the others, as supported by the χ 2 value when comparing this to a uniform distribution. We attribute this to the choice of hash functions; in that there are likely to be dependencies between the measures used (such as average intensity and average green intensity). There is scope for further investigation in choosing a set of independent hash functions.
D. Summary
We have developed a set of PIHFs, based on criteria used in other image matching processes and our own criteria for visual patch matching. Many of these achieve relatively uniform distributions on our set of representative test data despite being independent of any particular data set. The alternative PCA features produces less desirable distributions only partly due to range scaling.
This hash functions are used, either in an individual hash table, or aggregated using combined hash tables. We evaluate the performance and accuracy of these approaches in the next section.
IV. ANALYSIS
Evaluation is concerned with measuring change in performance and with assessing levels of accuracy in matches returned. Brute force patch matching is used as a reference for performance measurements. Relevance and quality in relation to results achieved using the SSD metric with an exhaustive search provide a measure of accuracy. We conclude by considering the relevance of matches returned in the context of image completion.
Our evaluation process is subject to a number of considerations. The SSD metric is not a measure of perceptual similarity and may discriminate against valid matches. Nevertheless it is established as a common strategy employed in many original patch matching processes. The hash table look up process performs a final pass over candidate patches that uses SSD to prune the list. This does bias the results and introduces a step with variable complexity. We address these by designing experiments to comparing alternative approaches, tested under comparable conditions.
The process is also dependent on choice of test data. The test images from the Caltech Home Objects data set (http://www.vision.caltech.edu/pmoreels/Datasets/Home_ Objects_06/) consist of relatively large images (800 × 600) containing photographs of household items. Many of the images share common backgrounds taken at different angles and scales. Several images contains duplicates of the same items from different viewpoints. This is considered an appropriate test set for a social media image completion scenario where similar images may be available as references. We use images from the "Test" portion of the data set exclusively as the "Train" contains views of single objects only and lacks variation.
A. Performance
Both pre-processing (initializing the hash tables) and patch matching time are relevant. All algorithms are implemented and tested on a common platform (PC, 3.1 GHz Athlon, Fedora Linux 17 for x86_64), to ensure comparability. Python (version 2.7.3) is used as the implementation language. The test environment creates and initializes an object for each test algorithm. A test script then iterates through each target patch in turn, using each algorithm in turn to retrieve a list of corresponding source patches. The memory requirements are well within the main memory capacity of the machine (using 1.8 GB of the 8GB available). The process is repeated for a 30 target patches.
The parameters used for performance evaluation are: patches sizes ranging from 5 to 17 pixels, source images from the first 10 from the Caltech Home Objects Test data set of pixel resolution 800 × 600, a hash table size of 2 18 and assuming that 50% of the target patch consists of missing values. Only the best 5 candidates are returned for each search. Matching is performed over 30 patches taken at regular intervals from the next 3 images in the data set.
The performance results in Fig. 3 . show the initialization time on the top row and matching time on the second row. The times taken for the brute force reference strategy is shown separately because the scale is substantially different to that for the other tests. All the image retrieval is delegated to a common base class and this overhead is not timed. Matching time for the brute force approach is extremely high and orders of magnitude greater than combined times for the next slowest approach.
Pre-processing overhead includes a common component involving extraction of the pixel data from each patch, and a hash function specific component during which the descriptor is computed from the patch data. The binning step in the mode calculation is expensive, as is computation of keys for the random planes process. This overhead becomes worthwhile if the hash table is reused. Key distribution affects performance. Long candidate lists are reduced to the 5 best -a process that closely resembles the time consuming brute force search. Hash functions (including the random planes aggregation) that do not have a uniform distribution incur a performance penalty during this stage but ironically often retrieve better scoring matches. The results shown use large hash tables averaging approximately 17 patches per entry. Individual matching times vary substantially and are shown on a logarithmic scale to clearly indicate the variation. Matching times that are invariant under changing patch size are attributed to reductions in the available candidates. This corresponds to decreased accuracy (section IV-B) indicating fewer alternatives to drawn from.
Changing the size, s, of the hash table, with n = 9, produces the results shown in Fig. 4 . Matching times that decrease consistently with increase in table size correspond to hash functions that have even distributions, as the number of candidates per query is reduced. Those functions that are unaffected have irregular distributions (number of colours and random planes).
The impact of data set size on performance is evaluated using t [1, 10] source images. Additional entries would increase the number of candidates in each hash table entry and linear overhead in retrieval time so we increase the size of the table so as to have 2 18 t entries. Change in performance is then due to the efficiency of the hashing. Pre-processing times increase with number of images while matching times are unaffected with the exception of the green, number of colours, combined and random planes hash functions. The latter three can be attributed to poor distributions increasing the number of candidates in specific cells as t increases. The issue with the green hash function is traced back to quantization issues: the 255 different values over the 9 × 9 pixels of the patch fails to evenly populate the hash table when the table size became very large. This does highlight a practical issue with certain methods of aggregation when scaling table size.
B. Quality
Quality is assessed using two measures. Precision is calculated for each target patch by retrieving a list of the m best matches (where m = 5 in this case). Precision is the proportion that match the optimal set returned by the bruteforce algorithm. Precision fails where different but equivalent patches are available. We develop a score based measure for these cases. Approximate nearest neighbour algorithms have the goal of achieving a score s ≤ (1 + ) s best , within a relative error of of the true optimum [22] . Rearrange this gives = s best +1 which still evaluates to 0 when s = s best . We assign s and s best to be the lowest SSD score in the lists returned by the candidate algorithm and brute-force searches respectively.
Testing with source and target patches drawn from the same set of images yields high precision values across all strategies. We elect to instead use separate source and target images to provide a challenging test environment and to emulate a likely social media image completion scenario.Results are shown in Fig. 5 .
Precision performs poorly with PIHFs as it measures only the extent of overlap with the brute-force search strategy. In most cases the intersection is empty despite many high quality matches being returned as indicated by the peak score results. High precision values in this setting are instead indicative of poor performance. The hash function fails to discriminate adequately, returning many candidates. Sorting these emulates brute-force SSD. The number of colours hash function is an example of this, as evidenced by the correspondingly large matching time.
The first and second PCA measures represent the two best descriptors trained on this data. Surprisingly there are hand crafted hash functions that achieve accuracy levels comparable to the PCA results on one or both measures (a high score in the top chart of Fig. 5 is desirable, as is a low score on the bottom chart). Some of these can be attributed to a inefficiently populated hash table which are easily identified by their corresponding poor performance. Summary statistics such as average intensity, hue and green level work well although become less effective as the size of the patch increases. This sensitivity to patch size is less pronounced with the PCA based hash functions.
Changing the size of the hash table affects the accuracy of the results shown in Fig. 6 . Fewer candidates per entry decreases the likelihood of retrieving a close match. We have observed that increasing the number of alternative results required for each match can compensate by exploiting locality to increase the chance of finding a good match.
Tolerance for missing pixels is reported in Fig. 7 . The proportion of missing pixels (p) is varied in constant increments from 0% to 50%. All hash functions exhibit resilience to levels of missing data as indicated by consistency in peak score and While the quality is less than the global optimum level achieved by brute force search, the PIHFs perform at a level comparable to the reference PCA measures despite their lack of prior knowledge regarding the test images. However measures with poor key distributions achieve the appearance of higher quality with a significant performance penalty.
C. Aggregation
The individual PIHFs do not have sufficient variation to to be used in isolation and are combined using each of two aggregation strategies: by selecting from the union of the results (section III-C2) and by partitioning using random planes (section III-C3). The PCA measures are combined using the combined hash table approach described in section III-C2. Results are shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 .
Setup times are longer for both, with the random planes strategy needing to project the feature vector for each bit to produce the binary sequence for the hash key. The PCA processes all require similar setup times as the full set of components are produced each time. Matching times increase due to longer intermediate lists that are produced and sorted which is also the reason for the higher precision (see the discussion in section IV-B). Use of aggregated hash functions provides faster patch matching than is achieved by brute force search.
The behaviour of a single poorly performing hash function (number of colours) causes the combined approach to fall back towards brute force search and slows it down. The random planes algorithm is not sensitive to the limitations of a single measure and we attribute the poor key distribution to implicit correlations between the perceptual criteria used as the basis for the PIHFs. Quality for aggregates is better than any individual measure in many cases, indicating that benefit can be achieved through aggregation. The PCA aggregations achieve good peak scores indicating that aggregates of suitable hash functions can achieve the desired goals of quality matches and improved performance.
D. Application to image completion
The previous sections indicate that our approaches for aggregating hash functions improve the speed of patch matching. Quality when using perceptually inspired measures is comparable to PCA descriptors, without the overhead of a training phase. Our chosen application area for the patch matching process is image completion and consequently we demonstrate the effect of our modified processes within that context. We use an implementation of the image completion process described by [7] which iteratively replaces empty regions in a picture with patches drawn from the remainder of the image. The algorithm defines the order in which patches are matched and placed by prioritizing regions containing strong edges.
We show the results of image completion applied to two commonly used test cases [7] in Fig. 8 . The test images are small, that from Fig. 8a is 162 × 152 and that from Fig. 8g is 206 × 308. The parameters used for these examples consist of a patch size of 13 × 13 and a hash table size of 16384 entries. The missing regions are indicated in red. The top row contains an image with limited colour variation that can potentially be reconstructed perfectly as suitable replacement elements exist in other parts of the image. However this reconstruction is dependent on the parameters used as well as the order in which equal scoring patches are laid down. The brute force patch matching process is used in the original algorithm and nearly manages to reconstruct 3 triangles. A single hash function (hash average is shown here to illustrate) does not have enough discrimination ability to produce plausible results. The aggregated strategies perform better, with the two strategies that combine our PIHFs producing the most coherent output.
The second row uses a photograph containing greater colour variation. The roofed area has the strongest edges and is completed first. Once again the two aggregated strategies using PIHFs provide the greatest coherence in continuing and rejoining the roofed area. These results also indicate the difficulty in evaluating the merits of different patch selection strategies: there are areas where the hash table approaches produce results that could be considered superior to the solution produced by a brute force approach using SSD.
The value of using perceptual measures as the basis for hash functions is supported by these results. Image completion values the visual appearance of the final image which is difficult to encode in processes such as PCA. The emphasis on edge continuation in the image completion algorithm favours matching processes (such as SSD) which are sensitive to these features. The individual descriptors produced by the PIHFs are less sensitive to this information since they use overall patch statistics.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have described a number of perceptually inspired descriptors for image patches that can be used to generate hash keys for rapid identification of similar patches. Through comparison with similar descriptors generated using PCA, the PIHFs provide a data independent and generally more uniformly distributed set that are robust under missing elements in the patches. Hash table look ups using either set produce a substantial improvement in matching times with a only small reduction in the quality of the results returned. Performance improvements are shown to depend on the time to access the look up table (a constant overhead) and a linear component dependent on the average number of patches in each hash table entry and the uniformity of key distribution. Assessment of quality of matches with PIHFs requires patch similarity measures. Hash functions with poor key distributions nevertheless perform well under quality measures but incur a performance penalty. Evaluation of aggregations of perceptually inspired and PCA based hash functions shows that improved performance and quality is possible, but issues with key distribution remain significant. Visual comparisons indicate that descriptors created from aggregations of descriptors with a perceptual basis function most effectively when used in image completion applications.
Our implementation and analysis demonstrates that PIHFs can perform comparably to measures such as PCA derived from the test data in providing patch matching functionality. Hash table based approaches provide a substantial improvement in the speed of the matching process over exhaustive search and the relatively small change in accuracy is demonstrated as an acceptable trade-off to improve speed in our chosen image completion context. Uniformity of key distribution is critical and further opportunities exist to improve the distribution of the PCA descriptors, or investigate aggregation using only some of the better behaved features. The robustness of our hand crafted measures to missing elements should carry over to resilience to down-sampling as well, allowing the process to be extended to include multi-resolution matching.
The advantages offered by the single pass pre-processing stage and the data-independent property of the PIHFs are well suited to providing the performance and quality required for the once-off image completion processes that would be employed in social media contexts. 
